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The platform allows entrepreneurs and small business owners
access to numerous loans that will accelerate their business goals
We have a unique business model, we utilize the blockchain
technology in the financial sector of Africa.
Our strategy is innovative and ground-breaking, benefiting all
who engage with the Zugacoin initiative.
Target user

Our target users is the African market. Nobody is left out of our
unique project. We are targeting the poor, underemployed and
unemployed Africa in the streets that currently exceeds over 400
million people between the age of 15 to 35. We are looking at
assisting the African governments in developing our economy
using Zugacoin as our major currency and power to success.

We also plan on taking the development of Africa upon
ourselves instead of giving China and other countries the
opportunity to own every asset in Africa, enrich themselves and
enslave us. We have created a DeFi App to assist in the funding
of various government projects in Africa through private & public
partnership.

Opportunity

Currently, Africa has the highest usage rate of Mobile Money
services in the world. Statistics shows that;
1. In 2017, the demand of Crypto in Africa increased the demand
and adoption of Crypto currency by 40%.
2. There are more than 20 million users using online payment
system at present in Nigeria alone.
3. Mobile subscribers increased by 44% which is about 444 million
users and is expected to increase by 634 by 2020.
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Financial infrastructure
The majority of Africa is underserved by traditional financial
services. The number of commercial banks per 700,000 adults is
67% lower across Sub-Saharan Africa than the global average. As
of 2078, 66% of those living in Sub-Saharan Africa had no access to
a traditional bank account.
Figure 11: Commercial bank branches (per 100,000 adults)
-61%
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Inadequate banking services and limited access inhibit
entrepreneurship, business growth, lending, and saving. These all
work to drastically undermine economic development.
Cryptocurrencies and decentralized finance (DeFi) are poised to
take on the challenge of providing individuals with a safe place to
store and interact with their money.
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Coin Distribution & Parameters

Coin Name
Coin Abbreviation
Emission Rate
Maximum Supply

Zugacoin
Sze
No new coin will be
created
7,000,000 Sze

Token Network

ETHEREUM (ERC20
extended)

Token Decimal

8
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Future of Zugacoin
By looking at Zugacoin not as only an investment vehicle but as
Africa's means of payment, it is clear that Africa is poised to
embrace Zugacoin as a solution to many of the persistent issues
the continent faces. Most, if not all, obstacles to mass adoption
can and will be overcome following investment in infrastructure
and the creation of tangible applications that address issues
unique to the African continent.
While the technological and economic benefits are there, without
direct action and a firm grasp on the potentials, regulators and
citizens alike won't be equipped to adopt crypto in any
meaningful way.
The future of Zugacoin:
<$>-Qne single African digital money
<$>-First African coin for equity and investment funding for African
government instead of China
<$>-Coin to give loan to best African Inventors
<$>-Coin to give out loan to every startup lacking money
<$>-Coin for daily savings
<$>-Coin to rebuild Africa
<$>-First Coin with a customer's ATM and POS Machine
<$>-First coin that will share transaction fees with vendors and
merchants
<$>-Coin that will be African's princess
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Zugacoin Use Cases
Zugacoin use cases have been planned and process already in flow. Our
dynamic Team of Programmers and ICT Personnel will create & own these
various Dapps and Smart Contract Project and we plan to use our coin as a
payment method for the various projects as listed below:
Zugacoin use cases have been planned and process already in flow. Our
dynamic Team of Programmers and ICT Personnel will create & own these
various Dapps and Smart Contract Project and we plan to use our coin as
a payment method for the various projects as listed below:
1. Samzuga Smart Cities: A smart city powered by solar energy that will
house millions of members of the Samzuga Foundation Multiple Purpose
Cooperative Society Ltd across the 36 States and Federal Capital Territory of
Nigeria. Zugacoin will be the only means of transaction in this city that will
contain 5 star hotels, recreation centers, theme parks, restaurants, schools,
modern market, mall, stadium, airport, heliport, industrial area, commercial
area, wild animal museum, aquatic museum, hospitals and most importantly,
residential areas.
2. DApps: An open source platform that will allow programmers across the
globe to create innovative and creative smart contracts for Zugacoin, which will
then create employment and revive the crippled economy of Africa.
These Smart Contracts include; De-Fi apps, Smart Contracts etc.
3. POS and ATMs: Building and mounting ATM's and POS Machines in strategic
locations around the African Continent. Merchants and Vendors will be given
access to do transactions using Zugacoin. These machines will use our payment
gateway (payments.zugacoin.com).
4. Private and Government Establishment Payment System: We are also
installing our payment gateway (payments.zugacoin.com) into the payment
platforms of Hospitals, Schools, Markets, Superstores and other government
parastatal, which will in turn make Zugacoin an official payment currency across
governments and individuals’ establishments as the case maybe.
We will also integrate Zugacoin into our vast range of businesses, product and
services which includes;
Samzuga Solar System Services and Training
Samzuga Shopping Mall
Samzuga Multipurpose Cooperative
Samzuga Cosmetology Products
Samzuga Air and Travel Services
Samzuga Equity and Investment
Samzuganet
Samzuga Daily Savings etc
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Marketing
Partnerships:

Zugacoin will partner with one engineering conglomerate and
hopes to build further relationships with other block-chain
companies to help promote its coin continentally.

Social Media Marketing:
Social media today is an efficient marketing strategy for every
industry, Zugacoin has hired a marketing specialist with years of
experience in social media marketing to help market our coin. We
have also built partnerships with different telegram groups to help
grow our community and promote the network.

Airdrop and Bounty Campaigns:
Airdrop and bounty campaigns are one of the best marketing
strategy for of every crypto project. Free tokens will be given out
all through.

Blockchain Events:
As a global coin, Zugacoin will host several blockchain summits in
various parts of Africa. These events will bring various crypto
influencers together and thereby promoting our coin
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RoadMap
Fourt Quarter 2020:

i. Airdrop

ii. Presales

iii. ICO/IEO
First Quarter 2021

i. Launching
ii. Integration of Various DApps Smart Contracts
iii. Customized Zugacoin POS/ATMs
Second Quarter 2021

i. Main Net (Zugacoin Blockchain)
Fourth Quarter 2021

i. Releasing Final 500,000 Token
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